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6 Claims. (C. 189-92)
This invention has reference to earth anchors
That the invention may be more fully under
for guy-wires and the like and is especially direct stood, reference is had to the accompanying
ed to improvements in that class of earth anchors dra WingS illustrating a preferred embodiment of
.

comprising a base plate and slidably arranged the invention, in which:
Fig. 1 is a Sectional view through the ground in 60.
Which my inproved ground anchor is positioned

flukes Superimposed over said plate for movement
laterally and radially of the plate and each other,
Which when located in the ground will firmly and
effectually maintain its position in the ground for
o the uses intended.
The invention has for a further object to in
prove the COIStruction of the base plate, including
the flukes and to provide novel guiding means in
Said plate and flukes whereby to facilitate the

and illustrating a Supporting post with guy-wire,
broken away, attached to my improved anchor;

Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view in elevation
taken on the line 2-2 of Fig. 7, showing the 65.

anchor and its operative parts in inoperative or
nested relation;
Fig. 3 is a View similar to Fig. 2, taken on the

operation of said flukes in relation to said plate line 3-3 of Fig. 8, except that the operative parts

and maintain the flukes in horizontal and lateral are ShoWn in operative or extended position, being 70.
alignment with respect to said plate when that position assumed when in the earth for
anchoring purposes;
actuated.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of the underneath side of
A further object of the invention is to provide
new and novel sockets in the flukes, including the the base plate of Said anchor, a portion thereof
20 Slidable Spider collar Whereby rods having Con being broken away;
75.
W
plementary connecting elements may have a
Fig. 5 is a plan View of the underneath side of
jointed connection between the Sockets of said the Spider collar showing the sockets in the arms
flukes and said collar whereby the flukes, collar thereof, the Sarne being illustrated in assembled
and rods may be quickly and easily assembled relation in Figs. 2 and 3;
.25 and disa SSembled and provide equal and easy
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of one of the con 80
operation of the flukes in their lateral movements. necting rods illustrating its end connecting ele
A still further object of the invention is to in ments and strengthening ribs shown in assem
prove the lower side of Said base plate by the pro bled relation in Figs. 2 and 3;

of an improved nut socket construction for Fig. 7 is a top plan view of my improved ground
30 vision
fastening the lower end of a guy rod whereby anchor as the same would appear if taken on the
Such operation may be quickly performed whether line 7-7, Fig. 2;
it be an assembling or disassembling operation;
Fig. 8 is a top plan view of my improved ground

further, the provision of strengthening ribs radi
ating from Said nut Socket, to the boundary of said
35 base plate and preferably located in underlying
relation to the movement of said flukes to provide
the base plate with Sufficient strength and re
inforcement in usage.
The invention has for a further object to pro
40 Wide One or more of said strengthening ribs on
the underneath side of said base plate with a fillet

anchor as the same would appear if taken on the

line 8-8, Fig. 3;

Fig. 9 is a top plan view of a portion of one of 90.

the fluke plates showing the socket unoccupied;
Fig. 10 is a sectional view in elevation, when
broken away, of One form of locking the base
plate and nested flukes in assembled relation
for shipping purposes or the like, as the same

95

would appear if taken on the line 10-10, Fig. 7;

of metal, preferably of the same material of the Fig. 11 is a side view in elevation, partly in
base plate, whereby to compensate for any loss of Section, of a modified form of connecting rod
shrinkage that might occur during the casting of illustrated in assembly with spider collar and
45 the base plate to insure such plate being of equal fluke;
.
strength throughout its entirety, thus avoiding Fig. 12 is an end view in elevation of the rod

50

85.

100

possible cracking or breaking of such plate in use. illustrated in Fig. 11;
A still further object of the invention is in the
Fig. 13 is a top plan view of a portion of one
proVision of aligned holes or openings through the of the fluke plates showing a modified form of

base plate and fiukes whereby when the flukes are Socket capable of receiving the complementary 105

in inoperative or nested position, such assembly end portion of the type of connecting rod illus
may be locked against dislodgiment for shipping trated in Figs, 11 and 12;
purposes and the like.
Fig.14 is a partially sectional perspective view
Other and further objects will more fully ap of a modified nut socket construction other than
55 pear from the following description.
shown in Figs, 2 and 3, and

O
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Fig. 15 is a view similar to Fig. 14 illustrating their outward movement from retracted or nested
a still further modified form of Socket construc positions, whereby said flukes when operated un

tion other than shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 14.
Like characters of reference denote corre
Sponding parts throughout the figures.
Reference now being had to the drawings, 1
designates a base plate shown to be disk-like in
shape having centrally and axially disposed there
of an upstanding centrally apertured post or
O sleeve 2 and arranged near the boundary of said
plate stepped fluke SupportS 3 and 4.
Disposed beneath said plate and preferably in
tegral therewith and arranged centrally there
of is a nut embracing inclosure or Socket 5 com
5 prising preferably solid side walls 6, 7 and 8 and
a receSS Opening 9 and the bottom Wall 10, said
Wall 10 being preferably apertured as at 11 for the
clearance of the depending threaded end 2 of a
guy-rod Or post 13, upon which threaded end is
20 adapted to be screwed a nut 14 which is initially
located within Said inclosure by passage through
Said side recess opening 9, the side walls 6, 7
and 8 and bottom wall 10 embracing said nut
against possible rotation or displacement and
25 further, protection against undue Weather or
ground contact whereby the nut and threaded
end of Said guy-rod or post is materially guarded
against weather corrosion.
30

15, 16 and 17, best seen in Fig. 8, designate
fiukes or anchor plates adapted to be arranged
On the upper side of said base plate 1 in super
imposed relation and to be extended and retracted

der Working conditions will enter the ground
without deviation in such radial and lateral

80
movements of Said base plate.
On the underneath Side of Said base plate 1,
I have elected to provide stiengthening and re
inforcing ribs 22 preferably integral with said
base plate and located in spaced relation there
on in underlying relation to the radial and lateral 85
movements of Said flukes on the upper Side Of
Said plate, Said ribs preferably connecting and
Centralizing With Said Socket 5 and extending

radially thereof to the boundary of Said plate,
whereby to strengthen and reinforce those por 90
tions of the base plate Subject to the StreSS and
travel of the flukes thereon. One of these

strengthening ribS is provided with a fillet of
metal 22, see Figure 4, preferably of the same
material of the base plate, whereby to compensate 95
for any loSS of shrinkage that might occur during
the casting of the base plate to insure such plate

being of equal strength throughout its entirety,

thus avoiding poSSible cracking Or breaking of
00
Such plate in use.
Located adjacent the Outer edge of each fluke
and preferably in spaced relation to the tongue
extensions, is provided an upstanding b0SS 23
having a recessed Socket 24 opening out of its
upper and inner side faces, see Fig. 9, the interior 105
of Said socket being preferably Spherical in shape,
See Figs. 2 and 3, whereby to provide a swivel
like connection with an end of a connecting rod

radially and laterally. Of Said base plate and each
other, the outer body portions of each of said to be described.
25 designates a collar being apertured cen 110
35 flukes being preferably fan-like in formation and
having a pair of Spaced elongated extensions trally thereof at 26 adapted for slidable relation
15-15, 168-168 and 17-178, providing a slot With the guy-rod or post 13 when in assembled
therebetween terminating in the body of said relation as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the lower face
fan-like portion. At the end of each slot in the of Said collar provided with a series of recessed
40

45

50

55

body portion of each fluke there is provided a

SocketS 27 constructed in a manner similar to 15

tongue extension 15b, 16b and 17b adapted to pro the Sockets 24 on the flukes. The sockets 24 and
ject from the body of said fan-like portion to a 27 are connected by means of operating rods 28,
predeterminate point in the length of said slot each of Which is provided at each of its opposite
and preferably in the plane of the body of said ends with Substantially elongated cam-like iugs
fluke, the inner projecting ends of said extensions 29 and 30, the longitudinal axes of which are di
being preferably arcuately shaped as at 15c, 160 Vergent to a line extending longitudinally and
and 17° Whereby when the flukes are in retracted medially of the length of said rods, see Fig. 6.
in Operative and nested positions, as shown in In assembly of the connecting rods 28 with the
FigS. 2 and 7, said arcuate portions 15, 160 and SOckets of the flukes and collar, the lugs 29 of
17 of said tongue extensions will partially em the rod 28 are slipped down in the recessed socket
brace the sleeve or post 2. Referring to Fig. 8, one 24 of the boSS 23 requiring that the rod 28 be
or more of said flukes are shown having their held in Substantially a vertical position in order
Spaced extensions having preferably curved that the lugs 29 will enter and be received in said
finger-like ends or abutments 18 adapted for en receSS whereupon the rod is inclined to the posi
gagement with the sleeve or post 2 when said tion Substantially as shown in Fig. 2, in which in
flukes are in their extended or projected and op clined position the collar 25 may be lowered, par
erative position which function to limit such pro mitting the lugS 30 of Said rod to enter the re
jected movements of said flukes when caused to be cessed opening 27 within said collar. In order
to prevent the dislodgment of said lugs 30 from
extended radially of said base plate 1.
Extending upwardly and preferably integrally the recesses 27 of the collar, I have elected to pro
from the upper Surface of said base plate 1, are Wide a locking means, such for instance, as peen
a Series of Spaced sets of fluke guiding pins or ing the Opening edge of Said recessed openings 27
members 19, 20 and 21 disposed intermediate the aS at 31, See Fig. 2. A locking means is not re
edge of Said base plate and the vertical axis there quired for the lugs 29 in the socket 24 since after
of, Said pins adapted to have guiding engagement the lugs 30 are received and locked within the
with the spaced elongated extensions 15a-15a, receSSes 27, the lugS 29 have been canted or
168-168 and 17-17s, respectively, as shown in swiveled sufficiently to prevent their removal and
Fig. 8, When Said flukes are caused to assume can only be dislodged by first removing the lugs
their extended and operative positions. In the 30 from the receSSes of the collar and the as

120

125

30

35

40

retracted, inoperative and nested positions of the Sembling. Operation being reversed, as will be 45
flukes, best illustrated in Figs. 2 and 7, the sets understood. Reinforcing ribs 32 are provided
of guiding pins 19, 20 and 21 are caused to enter preferably in the length of said rods 28 to give
Spaced slots adjacent the tongue extensions 15b, then added Strength and reinforcement.

16b and 17, Said pins, slots and tongue exten

In assembled relation, as illustrated in Fig. 2,

sions functioning to initially guide the flukes in showing my improved anchor in inoperative and 50
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3.

nested position, the flukes are disposed in Super in Figs. 11 and 12 of the modified form of collar
imposed relation over the base plate 1, the flukes 251, said socket and recess is similar to the Socket
15 and i8 having their outer body end portions 27 except for being larger whereby to accomodate
supported by the fluke supports 3 and 4, respec the entrance and Swivel connection of the knob
tively. The fluke 17 being the lower fluke Te like end 38 of the connecting rod opposite the 80
quires no Support Since it has a Supporting and lug end 37. In assembly of the parts illustrated
sliding relation when operated with the upper in Figs, ii, 12 and 13, the lug end of the rod 28
Surface of the base plate 1. AS ShoWin in FigS. is connected to its complementary fluke Socket
3 and 8, the fluke supports 3 and 4 function to by placing the rod in a horizontal position in rela

10 maintain the fitikes 15 and 16 in horizontal align tion to said fiuke plate, in which position the lug
ment, in their outward extended movementS end 37 may be lowered through the openingS 36

whereby to facilitate their entrance into the of the boss 231 and into said recess opening 24
whereupon the rod is elevated to Substantially the
ground.
In the operation of my improved anchor, a hole position shown in Fig. 11, in which position the
5 is dug in the ground of a diameter slightly in lug end 37 is prevented from dislodgment with
excess of the diameter of the base plate i, where the boss 231 and the rod is ready for attachment
upon the completely assembled device is intro by its opposite knob-like end 38 to the recess
duced into said hole with the parts thereof in opening 271 of the collar 25l. Such attachment
of this modified form of rod to the collar is prefer
the position shown in Fig. 2.
in order to extend or expand the flukes into ably accomplished before the guy-rod 13 is in20
anchoring position, a tamping instrument is en serted through said collar and attached to Said
ployed against the upper face of the collar 25 and base plate whereby the collar may be disposed in
by reason of the connection between the collar the correct angular position to receive the knob
and flukes, each fluke is extended radially and like end 38 within the recess 271 and upon the
25 laterally outwardly and forced in the earth Sur collar being turned to its normal horizontal posirounding the hole until the downward movement tion to lock such knob-like end in Said receSS,
of the collar 25 is limited by contact With the To disassemble the parts just referred to the
upstanding sleeve or post 2, as seen in Fig. 3, Operation is reversed, as is believed Will be under
whereupon the hole above the device is filled in stood.
For purposes of shipping my improved earth
30 as shown in Fig. 1 and the protruding end of the
guy-rod is secured for the purposes intended. anchor in retracted and nested condition and

85

90

95

100

105

Reference being had to Figs. 14 and 15, there in order to prevent the flukes and connecting rods

35

are illustrated therein modified forms of guy and collar from being actuated to extend the
rod socket, construction. In Fig. 14 the bottom flukes, I provide holes 39 arranged in axial align
Wall 101 is solid as are the solid side Walls 6, 7 ment in said base plate and flukes for the recep- 110
and 8, as distinguished from the bottom Wall tion of a securement means, such for instance as

10 illustrated in the preferred form, see FigS. 2, a Wire 40 having tWisted ends.
3 and 4, having the aperture 11 therein. The Quite frequently in the use of ground anchors
solid botton wall 10 provides an imperforate of the type herein disclosed, occasion requires

40

45

55

supporting shelf for the nut 14 and prevents earth their abandonment and disuse and it is to these 115
and moisture from direct conta Clt therewith. Fig. circumstances that I have improved the Secure
15 illustrates a further modified form of Socket ment construction on the lower side of Said base
construction wherein a nut such as 14 is elimi plate to which the lower end of the guy-rod is

nated by providing the space occupied by the nut
14 in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 14 with a solid integral core
33 With said side Walls 6, 7 and 8, said core being
provided with threaded openings of different
diameter designated 34 and 35 wherein may be
threaded the Screw ends of a guy-rod having
a large or small diameter, whatever the case
may be. As illustrated in Fig. 15, a guy-rod of
large diameter has been screw threaded into the
large threaded Opening 34.
Reference being had to FigS. 11, 12 and 13,

there are illustrated therein a modified form of
fluke and colla recesses for the reception, and

securement of a complementary modified form
of ends of a connecting rod. In Fig. 13 the boSS
60

fastened. Heretofore in the event of abandon

ment of a ground anchor in the ground, it has 120
been necessary to abandon the entire assembly
and cutting off the protruding upper end of the
guy-rod above the ground at or near the Surface
of the ground, thereby making little or no Salvage
by reason of Such abandonment which increases 125
the cost of such maneuvers. With the base plate
Socket construction herein disclosed and de

Scribed, I greatly reduce Such cost of abandon
ment by permitting the salvage of the entire guy
rod by reason of such improved securing means 130
and additionally making such removal operation
an easy One, whereby when the threaded end of
the guy-rod is detached from Said Securement
means, said rod may be Withdrawn upWardly
through the collar and out of the ground to be 135
used again, if desired, with another ground

231 is provided with a recessed socket 24 opening
out of its upper and inner side face similar to
the opening 24 as shown in Fig. 9, except the
upper face opening is cut aWay On Opposite sides anchor.

of said opening as at 36 to provide a channel for While I have shown and described my improved
the passage into and out of said recess opening of earth anchor as having three flukes, I do not
65 the lug end of a connecting rod of the type shown Wish to be understood as limiting myself to the 140
in Figs. 11 and 12. The lug end of said connecting employment of three flukes only, as it is obvious
rod, see Figs. 11 and 12, comprises oppositely dis that the anchor may be constructed with more or
posed wedge-shaped lugs 37 arranged trans less without departing from the spirit of my in
versely the length of Said rod and near the end vention.
What I claim is:
45
70 thereof and preferably integrally therewith, the
1. In a ground anchor, a base plate having an
end of said rod adjacent Said lugs being rounded
whereby to conform to the recess opening 24 to axially disposed upstanding sleeve and a depend
facilitate the SWivel movement of Such parts When ing socket arranged centrally of the plate, rein
forcing ribs on the under side of the plate con
connected.
Referring to the recessed socket 27 illustrated necting the plate and the socket, a Series of sets 150

4.

0.

5
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of fluke guiding members extending upwardly
from the upper surface of the plate disposed in
spaced relation to each other and intermediate
the edge of the plate and the axis thereof, one
set of members for each fluke, and a plurality of
superimposed flukes arranged for radial move
ment of the plate and in longitudinal alignment
With ribs beneath the plate, each fluke having
a radially disposed slotted opening therethrough
for guiding engagement with a set of Said mem
bers and said sleeve, each member of each Set
having a bearing relation with a wall of each
Opening.
2. In a ground anchor, a base plate having an
axially disposed upstanding sleeve and a de
pending socket arranged centrally of the plate,
reinforcing ribs on the under side of the plate
connecting the plate and the socket, one of said

20

25

ribs including a shrinkage fillet, a Series of Sets
of fluke guiding members extending upwardly
from the upper surface of the plate disposed in
Spaced relation to each other and intermediate
the edge of the plate and the axis thereof, and a
plurality of Superimposed fukes arranged for
radial movement of the plate and in longitudinal
alignment with ribs beneath the plate, each fiuke
having slotted portions for guiding engagement
With certain of Said members and Said sleeve and

30

B5.

with said disk, a collar slidable on Said rod and
operating connections between said collar and
each of said flukes, the connection of Said Oper
ating connections with said flukes being near the
boundary thereof and in longitudinal alignment 80
With the slots in Said flukes.

4. A fluke for a ground anchor comprising a
plate, the major portion of which is Substan
tially fan-like in shape and having a pair of
spaced elongated extensions providing a slot 85
therebetween terminating in the body of Said

fan-like portion, and a tongue extension project

ing from the body of said fan-like portion to
a predeterminate point in the length of said slot
90
and in the plane of the body of said fluke.
5. In a ground anchor, in combination, a base
plate, a plurality of flukes arranged in Superim
posed relation thereon and adapted for extended
and retracted movements radially of Said plate,
a guy-rod detachably connected with said plate, 95
a collar slidable on said rod and having a plu
rality of recessed sockets opening out of the lower
face of said collar, each fluke being provided
With an upstanding boss adjacent its outer edge
and having a recessed Socket opening Out of its 00
upper and inner side faces, an operating con
necting rod between said collar and each of Said
fluke bosses arranged for detachable connection
therewith, each rod at its opposite ends being
provided on opposite sides with Substantially 105
elongated cam-like lugs, the longitudinal axes of
which are divergent to a line extending longi
tudinally and medially of the length of Said rods,
whereby to provide a SWivel connection at One

each fluke having a tongue extending in Wardly
toward the axis of the plate and adapted during
a predetermined movement of the fluke to have
movement between a set of guiding members for
initially guiding the outward movement of the
fluke, the inner ends of the tongues being arcu
ately shaped to partially embrace Said sleeve end of the rods with recessed slots in the collar 10
When the flukes are in retracted and nested rela
tion.

and with recessed slots in the bosses on the

flukes and when in such operative assembly to
3. In a ground anchor, in combination, a base prevent the dislodgment of the rods from the
plate comprising a disk-like member, Said disk bosses on the flukes, and locking means on the
40 like member provided with an axially disposed
collar to prevent disconnection of said rods from 15
upstanding sleeve, and With a plurality of stepped Said
collar.
fluke Supports in spaced relation arranged near. 6. In a ground anchor, a base plate having an
the boundary of the disk and with a series of sets axially disposed upstanding sleeve and a depend
of upstanding fluke guiding members arranged ing socket arranged centrally of the plate, rein
5 in spaced relation and intermediate the boundary forcing ribs on the under Side of the plate Con 20
of the disk and said sleeve, a plurality of Super necting the plate and the socket, one of said
imposed flukes carried by the disk and arranged ribs
including a shrinkage fillet, a Series of Sets
for radial movement thereof, each fluke having of fluke guiding members extending upwardly
slotted portions the side Walls of which have
50 guiding relation. With a pair of guiding members from the upper Surface of the plate disposed in
spaced relation to each other and intermediate 25
and also With the Sleeve Of the disk and the Side the
edge of the plate and the axis thereof, one
walls of One or more of Said flukes having abut set of
members for each fluke, and a plurality
ments at their ends for engagement with the of Superimposed
flukes arranged for radial move
sleeve in their projected positions, each fluke
5 5 having a tongue projecting toward the axis of the ment of the plate, each fluke having a radially
disposed slotted opening therethrough for guid 30
disk and disposed within the slot and adapted ing engagement With a set of said members and
for COOperative relation between a set of guid Said sleeve, each member of each set having a
ing members whereby to initially guide the fluke bearing relation with a wall of each opening.
in its outward movement, a guy-rod connected
JOHN A. WAGNER.
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